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For the manufacture of pulp and
paper, energy is required in the
form of electricity, steam, hot air
etc. Demand for electric power,
hag increased at a very fast rate,
all over the world in the last few
years both for domestic and
industrial consumption and the
increase in generation capacity is
not able to keep pace. This acute
shortage of power is also the
experience in our country. and it
has become detrimental to indust-
rial production and growth,
although our total annual energy
consumption is estimated at 0.1 X

1012 watt years (about 3% of the
U. S. A.). The problem has been
further aggravated by the restrict-
ed imports and inadequate avail-
ability of Fossil fuels (coal, oil,
gas etc.), While it is certain that
the power shortage will be over-
come in the course of time, by
optimum utilisation of the availa-
ble facilities and by installation of
additional facilities, possiblybased
on Nuclear fuels, the need for
maximum and efficient utilisation
of the energy inputs will always
remain a critical factor in process
system design and operation.
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Total Energy Concept for
Integrated pulp and
paper Mills
"Total Energy" is a system in which the needs of power and heat of a
plant are met through a prime-mover also integrated with fullest
possible waste heat recovery and utilisation- An integrated pulp and
paper mill is a typical application of this principle due to its require-
ment of large quantities of power and low pressure steam in the process
as wellas the availability of by-product fuels from process wastes. The
fact that the paper industry iI a follower of this concept is evident
from the substantial or total in plant power generation by most
integrated mills, which has also resulted in their survival in the present

power cri~is.

The ideal power and steam system for a mill is shown in Fig. 1, where
all the energy remaining in the steam after power generaatlon is
utilised in the process. The reasons for this not being achievable in
practice have been elaborated. In Fig. 2 the increased power generat-
ion possible at different initial steam conditions per Kg steam required
in the process have been plotted.

Alternate systems normally followed for over-coming the steam and
power imbalance in an integrated mill have been discussed and the
energy utilization efficiency of a total energy system has been comp-
ared with condensing power generation in Fig 3. The advantages of
a Gas Turbine in the mill'» energy system have been detailed and a
typical arrangement is shown in Fig 4.

Some of the steps to be taken in the design and operation of integrated
pulp and paper mills for improved utilisation have been listed.

Another important aspect in this
connection is the recovery and
utilisation of energy from process
by-products and wastes. 'Total
Energy" is a system in which the
needs of power and heat of a plant
are met through a prime mover
also integrated with fullest possible
waste heat recovery and utilisation.
Some practical attempts towards
this concept in integrated pulp
and''fJaper mills are discussed here.

In an integrated pulp and paper
mill the residue of the fibrous raw
material is an important source of
energy.. The spent cooking liquor
processed through the chemical
recover y boiler often provides
about half the total energy requir-
ement. Burning the Barks; Fines
and other wastes in an incinerator
to produce hot water, lowpressure
steam or hot air is another means
of utilising this source. The
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availability of this inexpensive
source of energy, the requirement
of large quantities of low and
medium pressure steam in the
process and the -isolated locations
have motivated and resulted in
substantial or total in-plant steam
and power generation by most of
the integrated pulp and paper
mills. But for .this inplant power
generation, many mills would not
be operating 'in the present power
crisis.

From the total energy concept,
the ideal steam .and power system
of an integrated mill is as shown
FigI, This is based on generating
steam at substantially higher ener-
gy level than required for the
process and converting this excess
energy into electric power. The
best total energy utilisation will
be achieved when. all the energy
remaining in, the steam after power
generation can be utilised in the
process and the energy losses at

different stages are the minimum

. possible. The energy level at which

steam will be generated will be

determined by the quantities of

steam required a t different energy
levels In the process to make a
tonne of paper. For an analysis
a medium 'sized integrated mill
making writing printing papeJ s

from Bamboo and Hard Woods

may be considered, where the
different quantities are hkely to
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be;
(a) Process steam

equirement
Low pressure
(3.0 Kg/<:m2) for
Paper drying,
liquor evapo-
ration etc.

Medium pre-
ssure (7.0 Kg/
em") for cook-
ing and other
usage.

tonne/tonne
paper

In Fig, 2 the Kgs steam required
to generate one kwh power while
exhausting at 3 and 7 Kg/Cm2

respectively has been plotted
against different initial steam con-
ditions. From this it will be seen
that by generating steam at about
40 Kgfcm2 gauge and 335°C at
the rate of II tonnes/tonne paper
and reducing 8tonnes to 3 Kg/cm2

and 3 tonnes to 7 Kg/cm2 in a
steam turbine the total energy
requirement of the process by way
of steam and power can be met.

8.0

3.0

• 11.0

I40Dkwh/
tonne paper

(b) Power require-
ment
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In practice, however there is
always an acute imbalance between
the amount of steam required for
total power generation and for the
process mainly due to thefollowing
reasons :

L Fluctuations in process dema-
nd of steam and power. Some
of the major power consumers
in the process like the raw ma-
terial handling and preparation
etc. do not consume any steam
and similarly some of tbemajor
steam consumers require very
little power. Hence interrupt-
ion in the steady operation of
any section causes substantial
upsets in the steam and power
balance.

2. The recent trends in process
development is towardsincrea-
sed use of power i.e. mechani-
cal action in converting the
fibrous raw material to pulp
and to develop desired fibre
properties. A study of U. S.
mills reveal that the installed
H. P. per tonne Kraft paper
has increased over the years

.as under:

l'ear 1950 19551960 19651970
HIP Tonne 62 68 73 83 100

The projected figure for 1975
is 112.

3. For mills using increased mech-
nical power in the process like
for semi-chemical or mechani-
cal pulping or having ancilliar-
ies process like electrolysis

. plant for producing cooking
and bleaching chemicals which
require 'considerable electric
power, the total power genera-
tion by steam pressure reduct-
ion may not be possible even
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at the highest practicable init-
ial steam conditions·. (about
70 Kg/cm2 650°C)

4·. More efficient steam usage by
improvements in the process
and equipment design, as well
as increased use of higher
pressure steam in the process
have set a trend towards redu-
ced quantity of steam require-
ment per tonne paper.

S. Existing generation and other
facilities, often preclude the
use of most favourable steam
conditions, even during expan-
sion and modernisation.

:fOififullI6 toWU 6£1£UT101I

This inbalance betweeu the steam
requirement for the process and
power generation can be overcome
by operating the mill's power
generator in parrallel with an
electricity supply grid or by adding
a condensing stage to the Turbo
generator. A recent development
has been inclusion of a Gas Turb-
ine cycle in the energy system.
Although, from the point of view
of conservation of energy sources
and their efficient utilisation,
operation of the Mill's back
pressure Turbo generator in para-
llel with the Electricity supply
grid is ideal, this is rarely allowed

for various reasons. Hence, it is
the normal practice to instal
Turbo generators with a condens-
ing stage and to provide a by-pass
steam supply to the process thro-
ugh pressure reducing systems.
Both these are wasteful processes,
particularly the generation of
power by condensing steam. In
Fig. 3, the energy .distribution
diagrams of power generation by
condensing steam and with the
exhaust utilised in the process are
shown. It will be noted that while
the total energy losses in the
former system is about 71%it is as
low as 17% in the latter arrange-
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available as fuel, but other fuels
like light and heavy fuel oils and
even coal can be used. There are
several alternative possibilities of
combining the gas turbine and the
steam power plant system depend-
ing on the utilisation of its exha-
ust. A typical system is shown in
Fig 4. where the gas turbine exha-
ust is used in the boiler. In some

2. Proper balancing of power and '4. Planned process; to maintain installations,however, the exhaust
steam requirement in process the balance between steam is directly used in the process to
plant design and choice of requirement and the corre- meet the hot air requirement as in
equipment. If necessary addit- spending power generation. the paper machine hood etc. In
ional steam consuming cycles The inclusion of the Gas Turbine, addition to providing additional
like feed waterheating to Boi- in the power and heat system power generation without increas-
ler temperature etc can be mentioned earlier, has its best ing the steam supply, other signi-
included in the system, and application where natural gas is ficant advantages claimed by incl-

COMBINED STEAM & GAS TURBINE SYSTEM

ment,and hence the utilisation of
the condenser should be as low as
possible.

Some means of achieving impro-
ved energy utilisation are:

I._Reducing fluctuations in pro-
cess steam and power balance
by installing energy storage
facilities like Accumulators.

•

rUEl

similarly electrical power requ-
irement can be curtailed by
chosing equipment with lower
requirement of motive power
lik e <;pnveyors instead of
pneumatic transport system:

3. Suitable choice of pressure and
temperature for steam generat-
ion.
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/ usion of the gas turbine are :
1. Higher thermal efficiency, due

to ideal combustion conditions
with substantial excess air.

2. Quicker start up (about 5 min-
utes from cold) and ability to
adjust to the power. demand.
without upsetting the process
steam availability.

3. Possibility of adjustment of
the exhaust gas temperature
according to process and other
requirements.

4. Providing an economical syst-
em of hot air supply to the
process without any investment
in corresponding equipment

5. The combined efficiency of gas
turbine and steam power plant
is higher than. either of these
systems operating alone.

To sum up, in the context of
today's shortage of power and
energy sources, it is desirable or
rather essential for integrated pulp
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and paper Mills to 0) have total
inplant power generation (ii) ens-
ure maximum and efficient utilisat-
ion of energy inputs including the
process by-products and wastes.
A significant effect of recent proc-
ess improvements, is that, due to
increased pulp yields and reduced
process wastes the amount of
by-product fuel available per tonne
paper is decreasing gradually with
consequent increased requirement
of fuel input.
Considering the increasing cost of
the fuels and their limitedavailab-
ility, all possible steps are to be
taken to minimise loss of energy
from the system and this can
mainly be achieved by ;

1. Proper choice and design of
steam generating system.

2. Recycling the condensate after
steam usage to the maximum
extent possible.

3. Recovering as much heat as

possible from all discharges of
the system by utilising them to
heat water, air etc. before
leaving the system.

4. Minimising heat losses by suit-
able insulation of vessels, pipe
lines etc.

5. Streamlined process flow and
equipment layout to avoid
unnecessary loss of energy.
The potential, kinetic or ther-
mal energy gained by the mat-
erial at a particular stage.
should be used as far as possi-
ble in the subsequent stages.

6. Proper sizing and selection of
equipment to ensure their ope-
ration at the highest possible
efficiency at .the particular
application.

7. Elimination of power wastage
by unecessary or idle operation
of equipment, lighting, ventil-
ation system etc.
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